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ABSTRACT. From  the  radiocarbon ages of samples of marine  shells and peat, al 
postglacial  upiift  curve  has been constructed for the  upper  part of Tanquary  Fiord; 
in  northern  Ellesmere  Island.  The  data show that the head of the fiord was clear of 
glacial ice by at least 6,500 years ago. From 6,500 to 5,000 years  ago  isostatic 
uplift  was at the  rate of about 3.5 mJ100 yr. and subsequently at the rate of about' 
25 cm./100  yr. 

RIbUMfi. On a  construit, à partir d'kchantillons de coquillages  marins et de tourbe 
datCs au  radiocarbone,  une  courbe  du relisvement postglaciaire pour  la  partie su$- 
rieure  du fiord de  Tanquary, dans le  nord  de l%le d'Ellesmere. Les donnBes mon-, 
treat  que  la partie amont  du fiord &ait  libre de glace il y a  moins de 6,500 ans. 
Entre 6,500 et 5,000 av.p., le reli?vement isostatique s'est produit  au  rythme d'envi- 
ron  3,5-m  par  sikle: par la  suite, le rythme  a 6th d'environ 25 cm/siiscle. 

PESIOME. nocr-ne,q~nnoroe neAHnTne II pakne TaHnyapw-@bepAa B ceeepllol  qacrn 
o. 3rcmnpa (Cerepe-8ana~~ve Teppnrepnn). Qm@n~ nocT-aegaaaosoro noanamsr 

noxasusam, wo s e p w  mcm i$aop&a o~ncmuacb OT =&a no rtpbii~d xepe 6 500 
zeT TONY EZUI~A. B nocaegymrqne 1500 x e ~  ortopocm  naocTamqecrtoro ~ O ~ ~ J ~ T H I I  cocm- 
Bma np~6zaamra~o 3,5 x/lOO aeT E noswee np&x~asrelaao 25 CM /lo0 zep. 

6 a ~  nocTpoea llur Bepmeit ¶%TB !b~SpE-i$BaOpAa Ha Oaep6 O. hClwpa E& 0CHOBll- 
HUE AaTEpOBKH HOpCKEX ptbKOBEE H Top@& p ~ ~ ~ X p 0 ~ ~  MeTOAOM.  P08yXbTaTbI 

INTRODUCTION 

At the  head of Tanquary Fiord four  major  valleys  converge.  These  valleys,  flanked 
by mountains rising as high as 1,500 m., carry major  rivers in  summer. Three of 
the rivers  have a common  flood  plain at the head of the fiord,  while  the fourth, 
the Macdonald  River,  has  formed  an elaborate delta  system on the southeast 
side of the  fiord, 8 km. from its head. The complexity of both  these  outflow 
systems,  with  their  associated  terraces at several  levels,  indicates a complicated 
postglacial  history. We are concerned here mainly  with  the  Macdonald  River 
delta, and  with  shell  samples  collected  from its periphery. From radiocarbon 
dating,  an attempt is made to  elucidate  the  recent  history of the delta  in  relation 
to land  emergence  during  the last few thousand  years. The radiocarbon dates  have 
been  provided by the  radiocarbon laboratories of Isotopes Incorporated, the 
Geological  Survey of Canada, and  the  Sniithsonian Institution from  samples 
submitted by the first author. 

THE  MACDONALD  RlVER  DELTA 

At the  mouth of the  Macdonald  River three main delta terraces are situated 
at  elevations of 11-19 m. (l), 28-41 m. (2),  and 77-86 m. (3) (Fig.  1). There is 
a still  higher terrace reaching a maximum  height  of about 100 m.,  which  is 
interpreted as a kame terrace, as it shows  marked kettle topography  (including 
a large  kettle  lake)  and  falls away at an  angle of about 40 min.  in  an  up-valley 
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FIG. 1.  Head of Tanquary Fiord  from  the air, showing the Macdonald  (M) and Rollrock (RI 
rivers. Note delta terraces (1,2,3) and kame terrace with  kettle  lake  (4).  The  small  outlier  of 
terrace 3 is indicated by marginal arrows. Vertical air photograph  from  30,000 ft. (9,140  m.), 
29 July 1959 (Courtesy of National  Air  Photographic Library, Canada, Department of 

Energy,  Mines, and Resources). 

direction. However, terraces 1 ,  2, and 3 are believed to be  marine features, since 
three terraces at similar  levels characterize the mouths of all the main  rivers  in 
the Greely  Fiord-Nansen  Sound area, indicating a common control. In its south- 
western part, near Tanquary  Camp, terrace 3 has been cut through by the stream 
which drains the small  ice cap  that lies 5 km. to the southeast at an  elevation up 
to 1,500 m. A level  survey  showed that  the steep forward slope of terrace 3 
could not have  been stream-cut, and  is  presumably  due to original foreset delta- 
bedding. A small outlier of the terrace, rising to 77 m., has been left about 400 m. 
from the main  body of the terrace. Whereas the main terrace appears to be 
composed  almost entirely of shingle,  gravel, and sand, the outlier lying on the 
periphery of the old delta contains considerable amounts of silt. No shells  have 
been  found on the surface of the terraces or  on  the modern delta, but shells 
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occur  sparsely on the terrace outlier and on the exposed  marine  silts  southwest 
of the  outlier. It appears that the predominating  shingle and gravel on the deltas 
were  inimical to shell  environment and preservation, and that the melt-stream 
from the  small  ice cap has worked  across parts of terraces 1 and 2, removing  any 
possible  shells.  However, careful search  in  sand or silt  layers  in  exposed  sections 
of the terraces may  yet  reveal  shells, 

An  excellent  series of marine  beaches runs across the forward slope of the 
terrace outlier  (Fig. 2) up to a height of 50 m. The lower  beaches  in  this  series 
are represented on the forward slope of terrace 2 at heights of 20 to 25 m.,  where 
strandlines and  ice-pushed  gravel  ridges are clearly  visible,  but the higher  beaches 
are assumed to have  been  erased by the stream as it shifted its course across 
terrace 2, or to have  been  covered by loess at the front of terrace 3. It is  evident 
both from  air photographs and  from  ground  observations that the stream swung 
past its present course as fa r  southwest  as the limit of the outwash  gravels  and 
shingle  which  mask the marine  silts  (Fig. 1). The probable former extent of the 
third terrace before land emergence and erosion by the stream is easily  seen 
in  Fig. 1. The ability of a river to build up such a delta system in the sea implies 
quiet waters  and the absence of surf  action,  conditions  which  in fact obtain today 
when the open-water or partial open-water  season  lasts  less than two  months. In 
other words, we suggest that protection by sea  ice  was  necessary  for  such  regular 
delta-building. 

FIG. 2. Outlier of terrace 3 
showing raised beaches, 
16 August 1964  (Photo: 
G. R. Brassard). 

SAMPLE LOCATIONS 

Five of the 6 shell  samples  were  collected  from the terrace outlier and from 
the  slopes on marine  silts  leading  up to it. The sixth  sample was collected  from 
Flora Island, at the mouth of Tanquary Fiord. The samples are listed  in Table 1, 
which  also  includes data on a peat sample  from the Rollrock River valley. All 
heights of shells  above  sea  level  were  measured  with a Wallace  and Tiernan 
surveying altimeter; the height of the peat was measured by theodolite. The 
estimated errors have  been indicated. Since the mean tidal range is  only 30 cm. 
(Hattersley-Smith, ed., 1966, p. 20), no correction was necessary for the tidal 
phase during  observations. 
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TABLE 1. Radiocarbon Ages of Shells and Peat  from  the  Tanquary 
Fiord  area,  northern Ellesmere Island, N.W.T. 

No. Locality Species  Field  Altitude (m.) C-14 C-I4 Age 
altitude (m.) corrected for age  with  shell 

eustatic  rise (yr. B.P.) corrections 
above  sea  level h r .  B.P.) 

SI-468  Bank of Rollrock 
River.  From 
bottom of 4-m. 
peat section. 

delta. At 
surface of sandy 
silt  and  gravel. 

1-1  125 Flora  Island. 
At surface of 
till-like 
deposit. 

1-1  126 Near  Macdonald 
River  delta. 
At surface of 
marine  silts. 

At  surface of 
River  delta. 

marine  silts. 

GSC-373  Macdonald  River 

GSC-I45 Near Macdonald 

SI-393  Near  Macdonald 
River  delta. 
Embedded  in  grey 
marine  silts, 
55 cm.  below 
surface.. 

SI407 Near  Macdonald 

Embedded  in  grey 
River  delta. 

marine  silts, 
55 cm.  below 
surface.. 

(Peat)  72 2 '/2 76 f '/2 6480 2 200 6480 ? 200 

Hiatella 55-58 i 1 62-65 2 1 6820 2 140  6320 2 140 
arctica L 

Hiatella 24-21 2 2 27-30 ? 2 6285 2 250  5785 2 250 
arctica L 

Hiatella 22-33 2 2 25-36 ? 2 6340 2 200 5840 ? 200 
arctica L 

Hiatella 12-14 2 1 12-14 ? 1 5700 ? 140 5200 2 140 
arctica L 

truncata L 
Echinoidea 9 ? '/2 9 + %  4220 f 100  3720 ? 100 

Myn 

(Random 9 2 '/2 9 5 %  4360 ? 500 3860 % 500 
gathering 
of shells) 

RATE OF ISOSTATIC UPLIFT 

Figure 3 shows an uplift curve plotted from these  limited data, including a 
correction for eustatic sea-level  rise  on the elevation of 0.9 m./100 yr. for the 
period prior to 6,000 years  B.P. (Washburn and  Stuiver 1962).  Although we 
cannot  make direct corrections for C-14 deficiency in shells  grown on the Mac- 
donald  River delta, we have  assumed a deficiency equivalent to 500 years, as 
did Miiller and  Barr (1966). The resulting  curve  is  similar to those of other 
high latitude arctic areas as  summarized by Muller  and Barr (1966, p. 267), and 
as found by Lasca  (1966)  in northeast Greenland. At Tanquary  Fiord,  the highest 
recognized marine level  is at about  60 m. above present sea  level. 

That the land has not emerged at a uniform rate in the 7,000 years represented 
on the curve is  suggested by the distinct delta-terrace levels, although supply of 
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FIG. 3 .  Curve of postglacial 
uplift, Tanquary Fiord. 

CORRECTED AGE OF SHELLS  (YEARS B.P. 1 

material was no  doubt  the most important  factor determining these levels.  Similar 
emergence has been reported  from Axel Heiberg  Island, where marine shells at 
the 60 m.  level  were dated  at 7,000 zk 100 years B.P. (L647E; Muller 1966). On 
the  other  hand, shells from  a raised beach in MClintock  Inlet  on  the  north coast of 
Ellesmere Island  at an elevation of 38 m. have been  assigned a  radiocarbon age 
of 7,200 -t. 250 years B.P. (L248B;  Christie 1967); evidently, isostatic recovery 
was  less rapid  on  the  north coast of the island. In any case, from the massive 
fault system running  through  the line of Lake  Hazen-Tanquary  Fiord  (R. L. 
Christie,  personal communication), a  different  rate of isostatic recovery  might 
well be expected to  the  north. 

Comparing  the  present curve with that  produced by Muller and  Barr (1966) 
for Devon Island, we note  a  sharp decrease in the  rate of land emergence at 
approximately 5,000 years B.P. in the  former and at 7,500 years B.P. in the  latter. 
The implication is  that  the main deglaciation took  place  about 2,500 years  later 
in the  Tanquary  Fiord  area, which  is not surprising in  view  of the difference 
in latitude. 

The age of the  peat  from  the Rollrock River section indicates that 6,500 years 
ago the sea was  below the  present 72 m. level of the peat. Archaeological sites 
found by the first author  at  the 23 m. level near Tanquary  Camp arcklieved 
to be about 4,000 years old. This estimate is based on  the similarity of both  the 
sites and the associated microblades to those of the  Independence I culture  on 
terrace 3, which  were  recognized by Count Eigil Knuth in 1965 (personal com- 
munication, 1967). The sites at  the 23 m. level clearly date from a time when 
the stream had shifted more  or less to  its  present course. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Radiocarbon ages of organic material enable the construction of a tentative 
uplift curve for the area of the Macdonald River delta. They indicate that the 
head of Tanquary  Fiord was free of glacial ice by at least 6,500 years ago, and 
that by 5,000 years ago isostatic recovery of the area was 80 per cent complete. 
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